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DEAR FRIENDS,

This season we celebrated extraordinary collaboration, beautiful music, and truly inspiring artistry. We gathered at the Keller Auditorium in the rainy months for our fall classic opera; and we raised over $1M in support of Portland Opera’s bright future at the Flora + Fauna Fall Ball.

We also made a commitment to the future.

This year our board of directors, our artists, musicians, staff members, and audiences gave meaningful feedback and constructive criticism about Portland Opera in the community. Our team dove into qualitative and quantitate trends to illuminate our challenges. Together, guided by the team at Metropolitan Group, we built a new strategic plan for Portland Opera that presents a path forward for meaningful growth.

This year also marked the conclusion of the tenure of our celebrated fifth General Director, Christopher Mattaliano. We continue to build upon and celebrate his legacy of artistic excellence at Portland Opera.

This is indeed a time of change for our company, in terms of systems, workflows, leadership, and our focus areas to build an engaged and engaging future. Yet some things are not changed: our commitment to celebrating the beautiful art form of opera, our mission-based programming in the community, and our belief that your presence and support is the heart of this company.

Sue Dixon | General Director
A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO:
CHRISTOPHER MATTALIANO
Portland Opera’s 5th General Director
MISSION

Portland Opera exists to inspire, challenge, and uplift our audiences by creating productions of high artistic quality that celebrate the beauty and breadth of opera.
2018-2019 OPERA SEASON

Portland Opera to Go:
*The Barber of Seville*
Gioachino Rossini
September – December 2018

*La Traviata*
Giuseppe Verdi
November 2 – 10, 2018
Keller Auditorium
Conducted by Christopher Larkin
Directed by Elise Sandell

*As One*
March 22 – 30, 2019
Newmark Theatre
Music and concept by Laura Kaminsky
Libretto by Mark Campbell & Kimberly Reed
Conducted and directed by Andreas Mitisek

*Big Night concert*
May 11, 2019 | Keller Auditorium
Conducted by George Manahan
Hosted by Christopher Mattaliano

*The Barber of Seville*
Gioachino Rossini
June 7 – 15, 2019
Keller Auditorium
Conducted by George Manahan
Directed by Christopher Mattaliano

*La Finta Giardiniera*
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
July 12 – 27, 2019
Newmark Theatre
Conducted by George Manahan
Directed by Chas Rader-Shieber

*In the Penal Colony*
Philip Glass
Based on the story by Franz Kafka
July 26 – August 10, 2019
The Gregory K. and Mary Chomenko Hinckley Studio Theatre at The Hampton Opera Center
Conducted by Nicholas Fox
Directed by Jerry Mouawad
2018-2019
BROADWAY IN PORTLAND SEASON

On Your Feet!
The Emilio & Gloria Estefan Broadway Musical
October 16 – 21, 2018

Rodgers & Hammerstein’s
The King and I
January 8 – 13, 2019

Come From Away
February 26 - March 3, 2019

Disney’s Aladdin
March 27 – April 7, 2019

School of Rock
May 21 – 26, 2019

Roald Dahl’s
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
August 13 – 18, 2019

Wicked
July 10 – 28, 2019

Broadway in Portland is a partnership between Broadway Across America and Portland Opera.
BY THE NUMBERS:
Portland Opera Association, Inc.

Primary Revenue Sources

- Contributions & Grants: 35%
- Opera Ticket Sales: 28%
- Broadway Ticket Sales: 13%
- Endowment and Facility Rental Income: 24%

Primary Use of Expenses

- Broadway & Opera Production Costs: 60%
- Administrative Costs: 12%
- Broadway & Opera: Development & Marketing & Sales: 24%
- Facilities: 4%

Our 2018-19 Season at a Glance

66
Chorus members in our 2018 season

77
Musicians in our 2019 orchestra

1,564+
Student Dress Rehearsal attendees

23,274+
Opera attendees

24,317+
Fans, followers & friends connected to our social media channels

265,000+
Imaginations reached in almost 20 years of POGO performances

754
Student Rush Tickets Sold

816
Total number of $5 Arts for All tickets distributed

360
Emerging singers who applied to be a 2018 Portland Opera Resident Artist

25,851
Unique emails on our mailing list

122
Pages in our second edition of Toi Toi Toi, our season magazine

HANNAH PENN and LEE GREGORY IN AS ONE
# BOARD OF DIRECTORS

## OFFICERS
- **Curtis T. Thompson**, MD, President
  President, Curtis T. Thompson & Associates
- **Kay Abramowitz**, Past President
  Retired Attorney, Miller, Nash, Graham & Dunn, LLP
- **Gregory K. Hinckley**, Vice President
  Past President, Mentor Graphics Corp.
- **Callie Pappas**, Vice President
  VP & Chief Compliance Officer, Schnitzer Steel Industries, Inc.
- **William Lockwood**, Treasurer
  Senior Vice President-Investments, Wells Fargo Advisors
- **Chris Hermann**, Secretary
  Partner, Stoel Rives LLP
- **William Sweat**, At Large
  Owner, Winderlea Vineyard and Winery

## MEMBERS
- **Sona Andrews**, Professor and Provost Emerita, Portland State University
- **Kregg Arntson**, Director of Corporate Social Responsibility & Executive Director, Portland General Electric & PGE Foundation
- **Nelson D. Atkin II**, Partner, Barran Liebman LLP
- **Matthew Baines**, Retired Attorney & Community Volunteer
- **Linda Brown**, Owner, Brown’s Blueberries
- **Marilyn Crilley**, Community Volunteer
- **Matthew Essieh**, CEO, EAI Information Systems
- **Connie Gougler**, Senior Director of Marketing, Iovation, A TransUnion Company
- **Robert K. Haley**, Founder and President, Advanced Wealth Management
- **Jamey Hampton**, Co-founder and Artistic Director, BodyVox
- **Diana Harris**, Retired Intel Executive & Community Volunteer
- **Carole Morse**, Board Member, Oregon Cultural Trust
- **Patricia Norris**, Owner, Norris Dermatology & Lasers NW
- **Greg Tibbles**, Retired Executive
- **Kathryn Wheeler**, New Relationships Manager, Atlas Curriculum Management
AMBASSADOR BOARD &
YOUNG PATRON SOCIETY

Abby Alford
Kris Anderson
and Michael O’Brien
Brandon Arends
and Anne Sires
Dr. Natalie and
Mr. Anthony Ballas
Clarissa Benfield
Brittany Blumberg
Donovan Bonner
Lindsay Bregante Myers
Kate Bushman
Andrew and
Abby Butts
Christine Chen
Alicia Coakley
Bryant Conger
Dan Jaynes
and Ellen Crivella
Erin Dawson
Megha Desai*
and Greg Lockwood
Mandy Doherty
Christopher Domschke
Imelda Dulcich
Nicole Forbes
Heather Fossity
Andrea Frank
Elizabeth Gamino
Josh Goldberg
Nihal Gooneratne
Cindel Green
Kelsey Gregory
Amelia Haynes
Amiko Hiraiwa Riley
Punya Jain
Carrie Juergens
Meagen Kincaid*
Ryan and Stephanie
La Pier
A.M. LaVey
Carling Leon
Caroline Lewis
Christine E. Lewis*
Monelle Lewis
Nicholas Lim
Ashley Lindsay
Susa Lynne
Victoria Meadows
Jen Milius
and John Eisemann
Katie Kinsley
Chris Morgan
Ilse Moser
Prabu Muruganantham
Anne K. Nguyen
and Eli Krueger
David Nijhawan
Dr. Laetitia Pascal
Alyssa Petroff*
Augustina Ragwitz*
Jamie and
Andrew Sakshaug
Laura and David
Salerno Owens*
Kevin* and Gabe Sasse
JohnSchulte
Ashleigh Smith
Justine Thede*
and Dan Occhipinti
Brandon Triglia
Geoff Verderosa
Kara Walton
Katherine and
Jason Wax
Grace Weaver
Andrew Woodle
and Anne Kluesner
Lindsay Yousey

* Denotes members of the Portland Opera
Ambassador Board.

AS OF JANUARY 7, 2019
In September 2018, Metropolitan Group was contracted to develop a strategic plan for Portland Opera. Portland Opera has been part of the community since its founding in 1964. It has seen many ups and downs, and changes, and remains a cornerstone of the arts and cultural landscape in Oregon. We learned that the organization has faced operating shortfalls for the past several years. Cumulative operating cash flow losses since the FY 2015–16 change to a summer season could result in the opera drawing down its endowment completely in seven years if decisive action is not taken now.

We also discovered multifaceted solutions and organization-wide strategies to make improvements. Staff and Board members felt strongly that their voices needed to be heard throughout this process. We designed an approach to give adequate space for this while seeking new ideas and perspectives. Following a review of existing research, reports, literature, and assessments from Portland Opera, we implemented a research phase that engaged internal and external stakeholders, including subscribers, funders, partners, businesses, and other admired arts organizations in Portland and other markets across the country, to solicit their input on the areas of opportunity they felt that Portland Opera should pursue. We also engaged with OPERA America (the national opera service organization) to provide a larger regional perspective.

We presented our research findings and recommendations to the Board’s Strategic Planning Committee and executive staff over the course of the 18/19 season. Our thinking and strategies reflect input from the strategic planning committee, as well as Portland Opera staff and other local and national experts. This plan includes three interrelated strategies, starting with the concepts that will have the fastest impact. Metropolitan Group believes that if Portland Opera just implemented strategies one and three, Portland Opera could extend its financial viability by a number of years. However, the ceiling to truly grow and serve the community will be limited, and the ability to create a sustainable operating model and the size and diversity of a support-base needed is less likely without strategy two. Strategy two includes larger longer-term strategies (beyond the five-year duration of this plan), that could catapult Portland Opera into a new level of community connection and leadership. Patience, flexibility, collaboration, and shared determinations will be vital to achieving the fullest potential of this plan.

–Metropolitan Group | Learn more: https://www.portlandopera.org/strategic-plan/
IN THE NEWS

During the 2018/19 season, Portland Opera’s programs and performances were mentioned over 460 times in media publications, including the New York Times, Oregonian, Oregon Arts Watch, Willamette Week, Portland Mercury, Portland Monthly, OPB, OperaWire, and the San Francisco Classical Voice.

October 2018:
Portland Opera To Go, which adapts classic operas into 50-minute all-ages productions, has chosen Rossini’s romantic comedy [Barber of Seville] for this year’s offering. In a twist, the story is set in 1830s Alta California, with the would-be lovers needing a go-between who speaks both English and Spanish.”
– Amy Wang, Oregonian

November 2018:
“Scenery and costumes were scintillating; orchestra and chorus were joined at the hip, and the solo roles were presented with skill and beautifully sung. Every solo singer was in fabulous voice; it was as balanced a total cast as I have ever heard in a Portland Opera performance.”
– La Traviata Review, Bruce Browne, Oregon Arts Watch

February 2019:
“In the 400 years that operas have been produced, precious few queer narratives have emerged. The genre, known for its dramatic, hyperbolic flair, is often steeped in the travails of love and romance—and typically only between a man and a woman. That antiquated idea of finding oneself in the "true love" of another is slow to get a rewrite. But with Portland Opera’s new production of As One, the process of self-discovery is focused inward on one character, Hannah, a transgender heroine who offers a much more radical message of love.”
- Elise Herron, Willamette Week

March 2019:
“The Portland Opera has collaborated with photographer Gia Goodrich on a series of portraits and interviews featuring transgender members of the Portland community. The series, called “As I Am,” coincides with the opera’s premiere of “As One” (March 22-30), Laura Kaminsky’s coming-of-age chamber opera featuring a transgender heroine named Hannah.”
– Gray Magazine

June 2019:
Figaro was played by baritone John Moore, an opera vet who has performed this same role around the world for the past decade. He sauntered onto the stage with the swagger of Ocean’s 11-era Sinatra or the ingratiating air of a Harold Hill-type huckster, and danced through his opening aria “Largo al factotum” with a jazzy approach...It was nothing short of electrifying. And the responding applause, from the audience, was the most clamorous I’ve ever heard at a Portland Opera performance.”
- Robert Ham, Portland Mercury
IN THE NEWS

July 2019:
“Wine stimulates our sense of smell, taste and touch. Opera engages our hearing and sight. Each intoxicates in its own way. Combine them, and you have a full sensory experience.
Oregon wine country has become a stellar place to sip while listening to some of the greatest vocal music ever written… Part of Portland’s to-go experience has morphed into Opera a la Cart, one of the most pleasurable wine experiences in the Willamette Valley. Guests listen to arias sung by serious talent on a small stage in front of a converted box truck — think food cart — parked near wineries and often surrounded by vines.”
– Neal D. Hulkower, Oregon Wine Press

August 2019:
“Overseen by the organization’s board of directors and local consulting firm Metropolitan Group, the plan presents three big strategies that, according to the document released yesterday, could “lead Portland Opera down a path of growth, service to the community, national prominence, and enhanced financial stability.””
– Robert Ham, Portland Mercury

September 2019:
“So it goes in The Poet’s Shadow, a world-premiere rock opera and the product of an 18-month collaboration between PHAME—a local performing arts academy for adults with developmental and intellectual disabilities, such as Down syndrome and autism—and Portland Opera. Debuting this month, it’s the most high-profile partnership in PHAME’s 35-year history, and the city’s first production of this scale written and performed entirely by people with developmental disabilities.”
– Connor Reed, Portland Monthly

“…So it goes in The Poet’s Shadow, a world-premiere rock opera and the product of an 18-month collaboration between PHAME—a local performing arts academy for adults with developmental and intellectual disabilities, such as Down syndrome and autism—and Portland Opera. Debuting this month, it’s the most high-profile partnership in PHAME’s 35-year history, and the city’s first production of this scale written and performed entirely by people with developmental disabilities.”
– Connor Reed, Portland Monthly
THE 2019 RESIDENT ARTISTS
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PORTLAND OPERA’S
2019 RESIDENT ARTISTS

HELEN HUANG  Soprano
Pronouns: She/Her/Hers
Hometown: Beijing, China
Role: Resident Artist Soloist, Big Night; Serpetta, La Finta Giardiniera
Portland Opera Debut: Countess Ceprano, Rigoletto (2018)
Recently: Annina, La Traviata; Clorinda, La Cenerentola; Amor, Orfeo ed Euridice, Portland Opera; Marie Antoinette, The Memoirs of Antonina, Central Square; Baby Doe, The Ballad of Baby Doe, Central City Opera
Upcoming:
Singa Loh, I Am a Dreamer Who No Longer Dreams, White Snake Projects

THOMAS CILLUFFO  Tenor
Pronouns: He/Him/His
Hometown: Traverse City, MI
Role: Resident Artist Soloist, Big Night; Officer, The Barber of Seville; Belfiore, La Finta Giardiniera
Portland Opera Debut: Borsa, Rigoletto (2018)
Recently: Adolfo Pirelli, Sweeney Todd, Pittsburgh Festival Opera; Tamino, The Magic Flute, Almaviva, The Barber of Seville, Portland Opera To Go; Don Ottavio, Don Giovanni, Prague Summer Nights; Romeo, Roméo et Juliette, Rinuccio, Gianni Schicchi, Almaviva, The Barber of Seville, Ralph Rackstraw, HMS Pinafore, University of Michigan

CAMILLE SHERMAN  Mezzo-soprano
Pronouns: She/Her/Hers
Hometown: Petaluma, CA
Role: Resident Artist Soloist, Big Night; Ramiro, La Finta Giardiniera
Portland Opera Debut: Flora Bervoix, La Traviata (2018)
Recently: Housekeeper, Man of La Mancha, Cugine, Madama Butterfly, María, María de Buenos Aires, Pensacola Opera; Konponist, Ariadne auf Naxos, Berlin Opera Academy; Jean, Le Portrait de Manon, The Neighbor, Mavra, San Francisco Conservatory of Music, Stéphano, Roméo et Juliette, Pensacola Opera

GEOFFREY SCHELLENBERG  Baritone
Pronouns: He/Him/His
Hometown: Saint Paul, MN
Role: Resident Artist Soloist, Big Night; Fiorello, The Barber of Seville; Nardo, La Finta Giardiniera
Portland Opera Debut: Marchese D’Obigny, La Traviata (2018)
Recently: Schaunard, La Bohème, Vancouver Opera; Morales, Carmen, Opera Kelowna; Sergeant, The Barber of Seville, Captain, Eugene Onegin, Sciaronne, Tosca, Calgary Opera; Belcore, The Elixir of Love, Music Academy of the West Upcoming: Baritone soloist, A Sea Symphony, Vancouver Bach Choir/West Coast Symphony

Sponsors: Anthropologie, Burns Family Fund of The Oregon Community Foundation, George and Lee Anne Carter, Drs. Dolores and Fernando Leon, the Eleanor Lieber Auditions Fund of The Oregon Community Foundation, Portland Opera Resident Artist Storage Fund, Portland Piano Company, The Monday Musical Club of Portland, Ponzi Vineyard, George Rowbottom and Marilyn Crilley, and Wildwood & Company
For almost 20 years, Portland Opera To Go (or POGO) has brought inclusive arts experiences to schools around the region. Our 2018 production was a bilingual English/Spanish version of Rossini’s *The Barber of Seville*.

We integrate learning goals by providing in-class workshops and teacher resources—including curriculum connections that highlight curricular and creative activities for student audiences.

**SCHOOLS WE VISITED IN THE 2018/19 SEASON:**

Amity Elementary School – Amity  
Cedar Hills United Church of Christ – Portland  
Central Howell School – Silverton  
Chehalem Cultural Center – Newberg  
Chenowith Elementary School – The Dales  
Community Music School – Portland  
The Delphian School – Sheridan  
Dry Hollow Elementary School – The Dales  
Fields Elementary School – Fields  
Four Rivers Cultural Center – Ontario  
Fruitdale Elementary School – Grants Pass  
Hampton Opera Center – Portland  
Hilltop Auditorium – Ilwaco, WA  
Hogan Cedars Elementary School – Gresham  
Holladay Park Plaza – Portland  
Hollywood Senior Center – Portland  
Holy Redeemer Catholic School – Portland  
LaSalle High School – Milwaukee  
Lewis & Clark Montessori Charter School – Damascus  
Lourdes Public Charter School – Scio  
McKenzie Theatre – La Grande  
Mosier Community School – Mosier  
Newby Elementary School – McMinnville  
Paideia Classical Christian School – Gladstone  
Paterson School – Paterson, WA  
Park Academy – Lake Oswego  
PHAME Academy – Portland  
Pilgrim Christian Lutheran School – Beaverton  
Portland Center for the Performing Arts – Portland  
Pratum Elementary School – Salem  
Renaissance Public Academy – Molalla  
Rivergrove Elementary School – Lake Oswego  
Sacramento Elementary School – Portland  
Sandy Grade School – Sandy  
South Prairie Elementary School – Tillamook  
Sunny Wolf Charter School – Wolf Creek  
Stafford Elementary School – West Linn  
Tigard Public Library – Tigard  
Trinity Lutheran School – Portland  
Turner Elementary School – Turner  
Valor Middle School – Woodburn  
Walters Cultural Center – Hillsboro  
Warrenton Grade School – Warrenton  
Woodburn Arts & Communications Academy – Woodburn  
Woodstock Elementary School – Woodstock

**OUR GENEROUS SPONSORS:**

- BNSF Foundation  
- Carpenter Foundation  
- EAI Information Systems  
- Elmer’s Restaurants  
- Kinder Morgan Foundation  
- NW Natural  
- PGE Foundation  
- Rose E. Tucker Charitable Trust  
- Rutherford Investment Management & Lamb Family Foundation  
- Schnitzer Steel Industries  
- The Standard  
- John and Carol Steele  
- U.S. Bancorp Foundation  
- Wells Fargo  
- The Wheeler Foundation  
- Winderlea Vineyard and Winery  
- Union Bank Foundation

As of January 7, 2019
STUDENTS ATTEND A PERFORMANCE OF PORTLAND OPERA TO GO’S DUAL LANGUAGE PRODUCTION OF *THE BARBER OF SEVILLE*
FROM THE TEACHERS:

“Once again Portland Opera was extraordinary. 1,300 children saw the show! And the children loved it. It never ceases to amaze me how well the children engage...And it does my heart food to see the children enjoy it so much. By allowing the children to interact, you give them a voice.”

- An educator from Ontario, Oregon
FORMER RESIDENT ARTIST LINDSAY OHSE in LA FINTA GIARDINIERA
IN THE COMMUNITY

**Opera a la Cart**
We shared over 30 performances during our fourth season of Opera a la Cart. Developed and created as a partnership with the PSU School of Architecture, and inspired by Portland’s food cart culture, our mobile music venue brings free opera performances to community hubs including farmers markets, city parks, neighborhood fairs, and arts festivals. In 2019 we continued to expand the map of performance and community places.

**Collaboration**
Portland Opera teamed up with peers in the community throughout the 2019 season to co-create programming and events.

We partnered with Partners in Diversity, PHAME Academy, Portland State University, 2018 Tuba Christmas presented by SmartPark, Trans Affirming Spaces, and many other businesses and organizations regionally.

**Simulcast**
Over 275 people gathered for our free outdoor simulcast of *La Finta Giardiniera* on SW Main Street between the Newmark Theatre and the Arlene Schnitzer Concert Hall. Audiences of many ages enjoyed this gnome-filled and magical production.

**Library Previews**
Through our longtime partnerships with the Beaverton and Multnomah County public library systems, we presented free, hour-long public preview concerts of our season and upcoming individual operas, performed by our Resident Artists and cast members.

**Resident Artist Recitals**
The Resident Artist Series features our Portland Opera Resident Artists in intimate and direct performances—focused on the singer, the pianist, and beautiful art song. Each recital is held at Portland Art Museum’s Whitsell Auditorium. Chorus Master & Assistant Conductor Nicholas Fox served as pianist for all recitals this season. Over 700 people attended.
AS I AM
Celebrating Trans Identities

Photos by Gia Goodrich
Commissioned by Portland Opera in support of the Portland premiere of As One.
A Discussion with the As One creative team

On Sunday, March 24th, 2019, Portland Opera hosted an extended Q&A immediately after the matinee performance of As One. Composer Laura Kaminsky, co-librettist Mark Campbell, Director Andreas Mitisek, and Trans Affirming Spaces Founder Jay D. Rae joined General Director Christopher Mattaliano on stage for the hour-long program.

All donors, ticket holders, and the general public were invited to join the program.

Milestone: As One marked the first time that company produced the work of a woman composer.
AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT

**Opera Overtures**
One hour before curtain, audience members are invited to join scholars and experts for a lecture about the piece. More than 2,350 patrons attended.

**After the Performance**
Directly following each performance, company members host a conversation and audience discussion about our work. Over 1,200 people attended.

**Special Ticket Types**
Portland Opera is a participant in Arts Impact Fund (formerly Work for Art) and the Arts Card program, as well as Arts for All—providing $5 tickets to Oregon Trail Card holders. In addition, we provide discounted or free tickets through the Multnomah County Library Discovery Pass program, and to U.S. armed forces personnel and their families, as well as veterans. This season, over 816 tickets were distributed through Arts for All; 886 special tickets were sold to active military members and veterans and seniors.

We received feedback from students that our student rush program didn’t give them enough time to plan ahead, so we changed the way we offer student tickets. They are now available online two weeks in advance of each performance, allowing students to plan ahead a bit more. This season we sold 754 $10 student tickets, a 24% increase over last seasons.

**Accessibility**
Portland Opera offers wheelchair accessible and companion seating for every performance throughout our season. In addition, we project text supertitles during each performance and offer assisted listening devices. Designated performances throughout our season also include a live audio description of the visual and physical events on-stage for patrons who are blind or have low vision.

**Surveys & feedback**
During the 18/19 season, Portland Opera committed to asking our audience for feedback through regular surveys. These covered questions ranging from what was seen on stage, if an audience member felt welcome in the theater, and their experience with us before arriving for a performance.
MARTIN BAKARI and FORMER RESIDENT ARTIST RYAN THORN face off IN THE PENAL COLONY
SEASON SPONSORS

Portland Opera is proud to collaborate with corporate and community allies to create impactful relationships regionally and nationally.

We would like to recognize the generosity, advocacy, and support of the businesses, foundations, and organizations that comprise our list of vibrant sponsors and partners: thank you!

MAJOR SUPPORT IS PROVIDED BY:

- The Carol Franc Buck Foundation
- The Collins Foundation
- The James F. and Marion L. Miller Foundation
- The Harold & Arlene Schnitzer CARE Foundation
- The McGeady Family Foundation
- Meyer Memorial Trust
- The National Endowment for the Arts
- OPERA America / The National Opera Center
- Oregon Arts Commission
- The Oregon Community Foundation
- The Standard
- The Regional Arts & Culture Council, including support from the City of Portland, Multnomah County, and the Arts Education & Access Fund

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT IS PROVIDED BY:

- Advanced Wealth Management
- Broadway Across America
- Burlington Northern Santa Fe Foundation
- The Carpenter Foundation
- Curtis T. Thompson MD & Associates
- EAI Information Systems
- Elmer’s Restaurants
- Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
- The Flowerree Foundation
- Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation
- The Hampton Family Fund
- The Hearst Foundation
- Hoffman Corporation
- Intel Volunteer Grant Program
- The Jackson Foundation
- JEZ Foundation
- Kerr Pacific Corporation
- Kinder Morgan Foundation
- Lamb Family Foundation
- The Monday Musical Club of Portland
- M&T Bank
- Miller, Nash, Graham & Dunn, LLP
- Norris Dermatology & Lasers NW
- NW Natural
- Opus Bank Foundation
- Oregon Cultural Trust
- The Oregonian/Oregon Live!
- The Outlander Private Foundation
- Pacific Power Foundation
- PGE Foundation
- Richard and Mary Rosenberg Charitable Foundation
- Ritz Family Foundation
- Rockwell Collins Matching Gift Program
- Rose E. Tucker Charitable Trust
- Rutherford Investment Management
- Schnitzer Steel Industries, Inc.
- The Standard
- Stoel Rives
- Umpqua Bank
- Union Bank
- Union Pacific Foundation
- U.S. Bank Foundation
- Wave Form Systems
- The Wheeler Foundation
- Wells Fargo
- Winderlea Vineyard and Winery
We would like to recognize our corporate partners who encourage matching gifts or volunteerism through their employee programs, including:

Bank of America
The Boeing Company
Chevron Corporation
General Mills
Hanna Andersson
HP
IBM
Intel
Iovation, A TransUnion Company
KeyBank
Microsoft
Nike
NW Natural
PGE
Rockwell Collins
Tektronix
The Standard
US Bank

2018-19 IN-KIND PARTNERS INCLUDE:
200 Market
Anthropologie & Co.
Argyle I The Official Sparkling Wine
of Portland Opera
Aria Portland Dry Gin
Barran Liebman LLP
Botanica Floral Design
The Benson Hotel
Cana’s Feast
Elephants Catering
Elk Cove Vineyards
Et Fille Wines
Hotel Modera
The Mark Spencer Hotel
Nel Centro
Ponzi Vineyards
Portland Internetworks
Portland Piano Company I The Official
Piano Sponsor of Portland Opera
Portland Wine Storage
Radisson RED Portland Downtown
Raven & Rose
Remy Wines
RingSide Steakhouse
Steven Smith Teamaker
Utopia Vineyard
Water Avenue Coffee
Wildwood & Company
Winderlea Vineyard and Winery

Please contact giving@portlandopera.org
or 503-417-0601 for more information
about corporate partnerships.
PORTLAND OPERA DONORS

Portland Opera relies on many sources of revenue above and beyond ticket sales—including public, private, individual and corporate giving.

Listings reflect contributions and pledge payments made to Portland Opera as of 12/17/19.

$25,000+

Carol Franc Buck Foundation
Ellyn Bye and Dream Envision Foundation
Leo Conkle
Bill and Karen Early
Carol and John Hampton Family Fund of The Oregon Community Foundation
Gregory K. and Mary Chomenko Hinckley
Drs. Dolores and Fernando Leon
Joanne M. Lilley
Laura S. Meier
Dorothy Piacentini
The Estate of Luwayne E. Sammons
Harold and Arlene Schnitzer CARE Foundation
Arlene Schnitzer
Jordan D. Schnitzer
Greg and Cathy Tibbles
Anonymous

$10,000 – $24,999

Sona Karentz Andrews
Marilyn Crilley and George Rowbottom
Pamela and Paul De Boni
George and Barbara Dechet
Matthew and Emmanuella Essieh
Ann Flowerree
Hampton Family Fund
Jamey Hampton and Ashley Roland
Diana Harris and Gary Piercy
Chris and Kathryn Hermann
Richard and Delight Leonard
Elizabeth Lilley
Joy McNichols
Carole Morse
William and Mary Lou Mullin
Patricia Norris and Mark Schlesinger
David and Valerie O’Brien
Kay Parr
Marcia H. Randall
Pat and Trudy Ritz
and The Ritz Family Foundation
William D. Rutherford and Joan Lamb
John and Carol Steele
Karen Thomas and Jack Bird
Dr. Curtis T. Thompson
Charles R. Watkins
Douglas Watkins
The Estate of David E. Wedge
Dean and Patricia Werth
The Benjamin and Elaine Whiteley ♥ Fund of The Oregon Community Foundation
Anonymous
PORTLAND OPERA DONORS

$5,000 – $9,999

Kay and Roy Abramowitz
Tremaine and Gail Arkley
Matthew R. Baines*
Alan and Sherry Bennett
The Breunshach Family
Linda and Marcia Brown
George and Lee Anne Carter
William and Suzanne Dolan
Emilie F. and Don C. Frisbee Fund
Connie Gougler
Robert and Dorothy Haley
Michelle Hayhurst
Susan and Richard Helzer
Sue Horn-Caskey and Rick Caskey
Andrew and Carol Kay
Judith and Martin Kelley
Robert L. Ladehoff
Walter E. Lander and Kit Tong Ng
Bill and Kate Lockwood
Jerome Magill
The Estate of Hannelore Mitchell-Shicht
Nathan Family Charitable Fund
Callie Pappas and John Winner
Dr. Charles and Ruth Poindexter
Michael and Alice Powell
Mary and Russell Reid
Donna Morris and Bill Sweat
Su Tunney and James DePew
David and Carol Turner
Anonymous

$2,500 – $4,999

Kirby and Amy Allen*
Kregg Arntson and Ted Fettig
Brent Barton and Liz Fuller
Eric Bell
Matt and Marian Brouns
Megan Brown
Deborah A. Coleman
Paul and Kathleen Cosgrove*
Richard and Carol Dickey
Richard B. Dobrow, MD
The Burns Family Fund
Paul and Kristina Elseth
Jeffrey A. and Diane M. Evershed
Robert and Dana Fischer
Michael J. Gentry
Ed Gronke*
Kirk Hall

David and Brette Hampton
Hugh Harris and Councilor Eddy Morales
Betsy and Gregory Hatton
Dr. Robert H. and Barbara Jones
Randy and Leslie Labbe
Dorothy Lemelson
Carol Schnitzer Lewis Fund of
The Oregon Community Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. John Lindgren
Donn and Carole Lobdell
Nancy Locke and Donald Harris
Marco Lopez
The M. and L. Marks Family Fund of
The Oregon Community Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. Louis McCraw
Sir James & Lady McDonald Designated Fund of
The Oregon Community Foundation
Nancie S. McCraw
Brad and Nancy Miller
Yooy and Joey Nelson
John and Ginger Niemeyer
Mrs. Elizabeth Noyes
Jane S. Partridge
David and Heidi Pasqualini
Wallace and Elizabeth Preble
Julie and William Reiersgaard
Robert and Marilyn Ridgley
Bob and Barbara Schuppe
PORTLAND OPERA DONORS

$2,500 – $4,999 (continued)
- Sue and Drew Snyder
- David Staehely
- Garry and Ardith Stensland
- N. Robert and Barre Stoll
- Jeffrey and Jan Thede
- Zela & Elsa
- Anonymous (2)

$1,000 – $2,499
- Margaret and Scott Arighi
- Arleen Barnett
- David and Jeanne Beck
- Alene and Bruce Bikle
- John H. Block
- Frances Britt*
- Ellen and Robert Brittan
- Marianne Buchwalter
- William Buettner
- Mary and John Calvin
- Dr. Carlos Castro-Pareja and Lori Dunkin*
- Frederic and Nancy Delbrueck
- Susan C. Dixon
- Mardi Epps
- Michael Alan Fox and Deborah D. Garman*
- Eric and Rebecca Friedenwald-Fishman
- Suzy Gates
- Susan Halton
- Senator Elizabeth Steiner Hayward
- Pamela Henderson
- Marsh Hironimus
- Maryanne and David Holman
- Dennis and Jacqueline Isiguen
- Helen and Paul E. Johnson MD
- Arthur and Virginia Kayser
- Dr. Angela and Matt Kilman
- H. Alexander Krobl, MD*
- Kathleen Lewis
- Craig and Anne Lindsay
- Linda McGeady, Steven McGeady, and The McGeady Family Foundation
- Paula and Bert Morgan
- The Estate of Virginia S. Mullen†
- Marianne Ott
- Corinne and Duane Paulson
- Frank Piacentini and Sara Weinstein
- Robert Piacentini
- Art Dodd† and Diane Plumridge
- Heidi Pozzo
- William Pressly and Carole Douglass
- Ben and Lillian Pubols
- J. Chris Rasmussen
- Lynne Diane Roe, MD
- Charlene Rogers
- Don V. Romanaggi, MD
- Izhak Shafran
- William Space and Allen Brady
- Cornelia and William Stevens
- Bill Supak and Linda Kozlowski
- Hank Swigert and Marlene Koch
- Rick and Carol Terrell Charitable Fund of the Oregon Community Foundation
- Misty and Derek Tomples
- Russell Turner and Urszula Iwaniec
- David Urman
- Cyrus Vafi
- Dave and Christine Vernier
- Weiss Fund of The Oregon Community Foundation
- Kathryn Wheeler
- Dr. Greg Zarelli and Mr. John Bush*
- Anonymous (2)

$500 – $999
- Donald Andersen*
- Christopher Andrews
- Ron Attrell and Michael Oard
- Nancy Babka and Michael Morgan
- Dr. Natalie and Mr. Anthony Ballas
PORTLAND OPERA DONORS

$500 – $999 (continued)

Tom Bard
James and Kathryn Bash
Sidney and Barbara Bass
Marc and Maureen Beaudry
Kathleen Beaufait
Bryan and Vicki Beazley
Jon Betlinks
William Bloom
Gilbert and Mary Ann Brokaw
Ed and Nancy Buckman
Virginia V. Burgess
Mark A. Buser
Henri Champagne
Anne Clark
Charles Richard Clarkson
Elaine and Arnold Cogan
Dee and Vickie Cooper
Huck and Jennie Cronin
James and Kelley Dulich
Randall and Laurie Dunn*
Donna Elsasser
Ron and Ann Emmerson
Edward and Jeanette Feldhausen
Stephen and Susan Ford
Morris J. Galen
Lois W. and Lawrence J. Geib

Rolf Glerum
Pam Gordon and Betty Goddard
Gary and Heidi Grenley
Jim and Karen Halliday
Richard L. Hay
John L. Hedrick
Fred and Harriet Hegge
Kimberly Howard
John Hren and Pam Aneshansley Hren
Nancy Jerrick
Kelvyn Johnson
Jeffrey C. King and Jessie K. King
Sara and John Kochavat
Sophia Kremidas
Damianos Kyriakopoulos
Mrs. Stanley A. Landeen
Daniel Laurence
Drs. Fred and Catherine Lauritsen
Clif and Cheryl Leonard*
Joyce and Stanley Loeb
William F. Maydl
Carole and William McDonald
Ruth Medak
David Millman and Juliette Levy
Stephan Morris
Richard and Beverly North
George and Reba O’Leary
Milo and Beverly Ormseth

Harold and Jane Pollin
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Pope
Suzanne Rague
Russell Ramsey
Bruce Ramseyer
Robert Reynolds and Denise Barnes
Dr. Robert H. and Anne A. Richardson*
Stephen and Leslie Robinson
Richard & Mary Rosenberg
Charitable Foundation
Weston Roth and Lisa Shaw
Lacey and Bjorn Rowberg
Kenneth Schriver
Ruth A. Short
Scott Showalter
Robyn Shuey
Caren Smeltzer and Herman Migliore
Cameron C. Smith
Cathleen L. Smith
Kristin Stathis
Eric and Cyndi Strid
L. Susan Sullivan
Drs. Donald and Roslyn Sutherland
William Tucker
Drs. Gerry and Angela Uba
Peter and Ann van Bever
Peter Vennewitz*
Geoff Verderosa
LA FINTA GIARDINIERA

photo by Cory Weaver
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$500 – $999 (continued)

Karen and Bob Vineyard
Jon Vorderstrasse
Drs. R Bastian and Barbara Wagner
Mark Ward
Wendy Ware and Dan Gleason
Sharon L. Weil
Tracy Wenekus
Michael and Lisa Wenzlick
Dr. and Mrs. David S. Wisdom
John and Nancy Zernel
Anonymous (6)

$100 – $499

Andrew Ackman*
Jack Wussow and Kyle Adams*
Dr. George Adlhoch
Joseph Alexander and Janine Clayton
Abby Alford
Farouk Al-Hadi
Jutta Allen
Kathleen and John Allen
Robert Amundson and Sully Taylor
Kris Anderson and Michael O'Brien
Thomas Anderson and Joan Montague
Ruby Apsler
Jacque Arellano
Brandon Arends and Anne Sires
Annette Arrieta
Dr. and Mrs. James W. Asaph
Raymond and Nancy Asbury
Ruth Aschkenasy
Roberta August
Sarah Bagby
John T. Bagg
Jane S. Baird
Arlene Baker
Lajos Balogh
David Bangsberg and Lynn O'Kelley
Dr. Santiago Barnard
Tom and Molly Bartlett
Karen Barton
Paul Bascom
Phyllis L. Beensterboer
Clarissa Benfield
Richard H. Berkey
Aase Maja Besson*
Hella Betts
Maryka Biggio and Deb Zita*
Susan and Larry Black
Alice P. Blatt
Karen and Bob Blomquist
Brittany Blumberg
Julia Bodine
Ralph Bolliger and Peggy Cook
Richard R. Bosch
William Boyd and Marna Tisdel
Dennis D. Boyles
Raymond Bracis
Larry and Daniela Brandt
Nick Bremer and Kendra Parkin
The Honorable Kate Brown and First Gentleman
Dan Little
Donna Brune
Peggy A. Bryant*
Nick Bulder
Jim and Linda Burch
Karie Burch
Barbara Burns
Judy Ann Butler
Andrew Butts and Abby Kirchem-Butts
Truddy Cable
Barbara and Worth Caldwell
Amy Drake Campbell*
Maurine and Paul Canarsky
Geoffrey Carr
Richard Cave
Ron and Jane Cease
Doug Beckman and Joanna Ceciliani
Shelly Chabon
PORTLAND OPERA DONORS

$100 – $499 (continued)

Voula Chandrashekar
Christine Chen
Susan Church
Sarah L. Claiborne
Ann and Andrew Clark*
Alicia Coakley
Ashley Coates
Kathryn Coffel
Christine Colasurdo
Joseph and Vonnie Condon*
Bryant and Michal Conger
Victor Congleton
Rick Cooley
Tim and Tammy Cooper
John and Anne Osborn Coopersmith
Gretchen Coppedge
Dave and Char Corkran
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas S. Councell
Mr. James Cox and Mrs. Brenda Nuckton
Georgia Ronan Crampton
Dr. Richard Crisera
Ellen Crivella and Daniel Jaynes
Lauri Noell Crocker
W. Ron Crosier
Janet Cruz
Leigh Cummins and Eric Mills
Tim and Suzanne Cusick
Nancy Lee Cutler
Janice Czernieciwski
Dr. and Mrs. Aloys J. Daack
Joseph and Carol Davids
Erin Dawson
Hoyt A. Day
Amy Dechet
Jan Delliibovi
Richard G. Denman
Dr. Duane Denney
Megha Desai and Greg Lockwood
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene P. DiLoreto
Allen and Mary Lou Dobbins
Mandy Doherty
Julia Dolan
Margaret and Richard Drake
Shari Dunn
Dr. David Dunning
Maryann Dutton
Chris and Elizabeth Eber
Roger Edwards and Carol La Brie
Dr. Maura and Ray Egan
Kevin and Cinda Embree
James A. Endler
L. David and Heidi Erickson
Michelle Erickson
Dr. Marilyn Farwell and Catherine King
Laurie Fay
Ellen McDowell Feibleman
Robin Feidelson
Jean Feller*
Cecily Feudo
Ron and Kathleen Fial
Debra and Karl Finkelburg
Keiko Amakawa and Dr. Harvey Fishman
Lawson Fite
Nicole Forbes
Heather Fossity
Patricia France
Anne Francis
Theresa Fritchle
Cynthia Fuhrman
Albert Furtwangler
Richard and Erika George
Mrs. Lora Giles
Larry and Marlis Gilman
J.A. Godshall
Benjamin S. Goff
Josh Goldberg
Jennifer and Tim Goldsmith
Rosalie Goodman
Corbett Gordon
Barbara and Marvin Gordon-Lickey
Kendall Gourley-Paterson
Martha Graner and William DeBolt
PORTLAND OPERA DONORS

$100 – $499 (continued)

Emma K. Gray
Mark Greenfield
Susan Greer
Michael Greer
Kelsey Gregory
Marsha Gulick
Paul Gunderson
Anton Haas Jr.
Patrick G. Hager and Alessandra Capperdoni
Eric Hallquist
Rosemary Hamerton-Kelly
Peter Hammond and Frank Johnson
Anne Hancheck
Francis Hancheck
Irvin Handelman
Steps PDX
Amelia Haynes
Judith A. Heath
Chris and Alicia Heaton
Andrea and Ted Heid*
Stanley O. Heinemann
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Henderson
Kay Sweeney
Sudee and Clayton Hering
Jean Herrera
Angelica G. Hesse
Amiko Hiraawa Riley
Carol and Herb Hoefer*
Catherine Holder
Mary Holdman and Lawrence J. Evers
Kenneth L. Holford
Kathryn J. Holt*
Carol and Tom Hull
Angela and Nathan Hult
Romeo Illie-Nicolof
James and Sara Ingle
Robina Ingram-Rich and Tim Rich
The Inzerillo Family
Martha Ireland
Punya Jain
Joyce Jakubia and David Parks
Bernadette and Jeffrey Janisch
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Janzig
Doug Jenkins and Mike Boyles
Richard and Linda Jenkins
Kathy and Nils Jensen
Carla Jimenez
Gayle Jimenez*
Barbara A. Johnston
Becky and Jarrett Jones
The Jorgensons
Galen Kawamoto
Carole S. Keefer
Mark and Pam Keller

Felice D. Kelly
Nino Kilgore-Marchetti
Rev. Lawrence R. King
Louis and Patricia Kingman
Frederick Kirchhoff and Ronald Simonis*
Nico Galoppo and Allison Knowles
Judy and Fritz Kokesh
Norman P. Krasne*
Nicolai Kruger
Louise J. Kurzet
Kathleen Kusudo
Ryan and Stephanie La Pier
Monique’s Boutique
Rebecca Langdon
Grethe Larson and James Mullins
Katherine Ledson
Danielle Lee
Barbara Coombs Lee
Krystal Lee
Carling Leon
Regan and Gina Leon
Judith Leppert
Joan Levers and David Manhart
Christine E. Lewis
Jordan and Anna Lewis*
Monelle Lewis
Amy Light
Jane and Robert Lightell
COMMUNITY MEMBER ELLA AND HER MOM, JOY, WELCOME THE AUDIENCE ON OPENING NIGHT OF AS ONE.
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$100 – $499 (continued)

Michael and Jeanette Lilly
Ashley Lindsay
Jeffrey W. Littman
Carolyn and James Loch*
Sharon Loomis-Malin*
Henry C. Louderbough, MD
Patricia Loveland
Jack and Kathy Lucier
Susa Lynne
Donna and Joseph MacKenzie*
James and Midge Main
Bill and Mary Mainwaring
Carol Mangan Fritz and Peter Fritz
Barbara Manildi
Linda L. Mann
Michelle Marcyk
John Martin
Agneta and Mike Massa
Drs. Ruth and Joseph Matarazzo
Len Mathes
Julie Mathews
Thomas J. Mathews and Lois L. Heinlein
Oscar and Mary Mayer
Nic Mayne
Nancy E. McColl
Dr. and Dr. McClure

Maria McCormick
Lois McIntosh
Ed and Judith McKenney
Karen McNamee
Bill McRae
Christine Meadows
Victoria Meadows
Ann Medellin
Edward and Nancy Meece
Mark Meck
Jan Merrimon
Charles Meshul and Maureen Ober
Jen Milius and John Eismann
Ken and Sandra Miller
Pamela Gesme Miller and Fred B. Miller
Kay Mitchell
Daniel Mobbs and Vincent Bresciano
Ingeborg Momberg
Susan D. Morgan, VMD
Jean S. Morrison
Martha Havens Moyer
Richard and Midge Mueller
Nancy Murray
Prabu Muruganantham
Kathryn Myers and Jonathan Ortiz Myers
Bee and Quentin Neufeld
J. Neuwelt
Shirley and Mike Newcomb

Angela Niederloh
Mary Jo and Robert Nye
Nancy H. Obereschmidt
Leslie Odegard
Tavis Oehley
Kris Oliveira
Patricia O'Shea
Pam and Ken Palke
Lanetta Paul
Carole J. Peggar*
Hannah Penn
Vince L. Penta
Team Jam
Rebecca Phillips*
Susan and Walter Piepke
Marie St. Phillips Pinch
Matthew Plavcan
Laura Polich
Richard Poppino and Tina Bull
Phillip Potestio
Marjorie Powell*
John and Debbie Purcell
Nancy Pyburn
Carole Quick
Kasia Quillinan
Augustina Ragwitz
Sohyon Rahe
Russell and Jolae Reed
PORTLAND OPERA DONORS

$100 – $499 (continued)

W. W. Clyde Reid
Steven R. Reinisch*
Mrs. Charles Rhyne
Forrest and Rae Richen
Judith Rimbey
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Roberts
Brian Rogers and Cassandra Scholte
Roz Roseman
Rosemarie F. Rosenfeld
Elden and Margie Rosenthal
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Rowlette*
Dr. Elizabeth Rudy
Barry and Penny Russman
Elaine C. Ruys
Peter and Carolyn Saba
Sam Sadler*
Andrew and Jamie Sakshaug
Adam Salazar
Laura and David Salerno Owens
Sarah Sanford
Jeannie and Leonard Santos
Kevin and Gabe Sasse
Rochelle Satter
Steve and Chris Satterlee
Fred and Maralee Sautter
James and Julianne Sawyer

Eric and Elizabeth Schneider
Susan Schubert
John Schulte
Art Schwartz and Myrna Glenn
Sarah Schwarz
Bill Scott and Kate Thompson
Paul and Ketta Sedler
Kristen Seidman
Ashleigh Smith
Lindsey Smith
Sarah E. Smith
Neil Soiffer and Carolyn Smith
Martha and Les Soltesz
Bob Speltz
Kyle and Sophia Spencer
Alice Spitzer
Gabriella Sprenger
Charles and Karen Springer
Jacob Schnur
Kristin Sterling and Lorin Wilkerson
Jennifer Stout
Milan and Jean Stoyanov
Meg Stuckey
Trisha Sunder Hollie
Barbara Swails
Jane Thanner and Tim Smith
Justine Thede
Bruce and Suzanne Thiel

Frederick and Jean Thompson
Leonheart Photography
Jan Elizabeth Thorpe
Alex and Courtney Thubera
Jo Ann and Ric Tower
Stanley and Marie Townsend
Jackie Tran
Brandon Triglia
Julie Tripp
Karic Trumbo
Lyle M. Tucker
Kyle Tushaus
Arlene Tuttle
Donald and Linda Van WartB
Jerry and Thuy Vanderlinde*
Justine and Sean Virmig*
Les Vuylsteke
Carolyn Walker
Kara Walton
Shu-Ju Wang
Marion T. Weatherford
Deanna Wiley
Katie Williams
Andrew Wilson and Ronnie-Gail Emden
Julie Wilson
Mary Wilson
Peter Wilson
Margaret Wiltschko
PORTLAND OPERA DONORS
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Patricia Winn
Dee Wolfe
Peter and Ruth E. Wolff
Richard and Leslie Wong
Linda M. Wood
Deborah Woodcock
David DeMoss and Geoffrey Wren
John and Ruth Wyse
Joe and Alicia Young
Lindsay Youseyc
Ilya Yusufov
Anonymous (32)

* Sustaining Donors have opted to give through automatic monthly contributions.

♥ In Memoriam.

For more information about sustained giving, please contact Angela Glabach-Vu 503-417-0601 | aglabach@portlandopera.org.

PORTLAND OPERA VOLUNTEERS

Portland Opera is so grateful for the support of our volunteers!

Over the past two seasons, we’ve had 150 active volunteers, working over 5,000 hours, doing a variety of jobs from selling raffle tickets at our gala, to making coffee and tea for the orchestra, to welcoming our guests and patrons for opera performances, and assisting with administrative projects.

To learn more about our volunteer programs and opportunities, please contact Brita Enflo, benflo@portlandopera.org.
Portland Opera was delighted to recognize the PGE Foundation for their outstanding leadership and contribution to the arts.
In Memory of Nancy Glerum
Rolf Glerum

In Honor of Monte and Peggy Greer
Susan Greer

In Honor of Judith Havas
Ellen McDowell Feibleman

In Honor of Bill Lockwood’s service to Portland Opera
Elden and Margie Rosenthal

In Memory of Mathilde Marchesi
Les Vuylsteke

In Memory of Tami G. Martin
John Martin

In Honor of Christopher Mattaliano and Clare Burwae for their many dedicated years of service to Portland Opera and the Portland Opera Resident Artist program
Drs. Fernando and Dolores Leon

In Honor of Christopher Mattaliano
David and Carol Turner

In Honor of Donna Morris
David and Jeanne Beck

In Honor of Carole Morse
Barbara Coombs Lee

In Memory of Greg Parsons
Roberta August

In Memory of Tillie Rea
Rev. Lawrence R. King

In Memory of Mayer D. Schwartz
Anonymous

In Honor of Ryan Thorn
Jim and Linda Burch

In Honor of Frances Tucker
William Tucker

In Recognition of Laura Watkins
Douglas Watkins
OPERA A LA CART PERFORMANCE AT SUNDAY PARKWAYS IN AUGUST 2019

photo by Garrick Antikajian
BROADWAY CIRCLE MEMBERS

Portland Opera would like to recognize the following Broadway Circle Members for their generous contributions and support. Members help us share the best of Broadway with Portland audiences, and also receive special member benefits including drink tickets, parking, signed posters, and more!

Listings are current as of 10/14/19.

**PRODUCER $2,000+**

- Alan and Sherry Bennett
- Thomas S. Boothe
- Ellyn Bye and Dream Envision Foundation
- Reed and Holly Fowler
- The Park Foundation / Piper Park
- Rainy Day Productions
- Kurt and Lori Redd
- Todd and Kristin Underwood
- Anonymous (2)

**DIRECTOR $1,000+**

- Larry K. Amburgey and Linda R. King
- Diana C. Boyer
- Donald and Linda Carlton
- Ginger Carroll
- Gary and Penny Combs
- Sally M. Ford and Denis C. Ryan
- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gelpke
- Terry and Diane Greenman
- Janice and Michael Herson
- Dr. Sharon M. Higgins
- Doug and Robin Holman
- Linda and Mike Holowati
- Georgina Keller
- Paul W. Leavens
- Drs. Dolores and Fernando Leon
- Bernice and Sue McGrath
- Dawn and Dan Moore
- David and Joanna Pienovi
- Dr. Charles and Ruth Poindexter
- Scott and Teresa Pugliese
- Toby and Amy Pugliese
- Dr. Sam and Cheryl Scheinberg
- Mr. Edward A. Sherman and Dr. Martha Rich
- Randy and Janet Smith
- Estate of Helen Spivak
- Charles R. Watkins
- Andrew and Valorie Westlund

**ARTIST $500+**

- Don and Nancy Adams
- Robert and Bonnie Adams
- Vicki Bernard and Fred DeArmond
- Frank and Nancy Beshear
- Andy and Nancy Bryant
- Jacques and Molly Deplois and Family
- Allyn Donough
- Scott and Catherine Eichelmayl
- Ron and Ann Emmerson
- Christina Flaxel and Bob Randall
- Ed and Joann Frankel
- Dr. Thomas and Rosemary Franz
- Dr. R. J. Gillespie
- Valarie Grudie
- Randy and Luraina Hite
- John Hren and Pam Aneshansley Hren
- Lael and Christie Jones
- Selma Li
- PLA Designs
- Jim and Earlena Morrisey
BROADWAY CIRCLE MEMBERS

ARTIST $500+ (continued)

Selma Li
PLA Designs
Jim and Earlena Morrisey
Tia Newcomer
Linda and Brian Opdycke
Gary Pritchett and Kenneth Pangelinan
Bruce and Patty Reed
LaNaya Ritson
Jim and Debbie Shaffer
Kyle and Sophia Spencer
Judson and Elise Taylor
Karmin Tomlinson
Gerald and Sue Vickers
Dr. Kathleen Waldorf
Andrew Wilson and Ronnie-Gail Emden
Ron and Tammy Witcosky
Anonymous (2)

PATRON $250+

Margaret Antilla
Todd Baker and Christine Moody
Patty Boday and David Estes
Kathryn Bork
Paul and Robin Bower Family Trust
Joleen Brann, Premiere Property Group
Judy Brunner
Truddy Cable
Kent Copeland
William and Lois Costine
Dr. Michael J. Criscione and Linda Criscione
Jason and Kelly de Vries
Rocky and Julie Dixon
Patricia Edwards
Leslye Epstein and Herman Taylor
Patricia and Richard Espenscheid
Keiko Amakawa and Dr. Harvey Fishman
Ken and Barbara Francis
Wendy and Brett Gnau
Kelly Hanna
Chuck and Cree Ann Henderson
Fred and Myrna Hostetler
Danny and Janet Jacobs
Becky and Jarrett Jones
Steven and Diana Kazmierczak
Carole S. Keefer
Sherril Keithley
Barry Fishman
Larry and Kathy Kratzer
Don Leonard and Kathy Mallane
Mary E. Long
Eva McCullars
Karim and Tim McDonough
Carl McNew and Kathleen O’Connor McNew
The Meltzer Family
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Mina
Paul and Carol Morcos
Bill and Cheryl Narver
Eric and Robin Nichols
Mark and Tina Olsen
Carl and Lorna Omdahl Trust
Tom and Dee O’Neill
Erika and Jack Orchard
Aleta Parker and Karen Lally
Ken Rector and Shelly Ritter
Laurette Robertson
Rebecca Rooks
ACF West / Richard Schmidt
Judy and Warren Schumacher
Barbara Schweitzer Adkins
Carol A. Sepich
John and Joy Shadden
Charlotte Sheldon
Alexandra and Dan Spyker
Caroline Stutevoss
Keith Thomson
Bob and Betty Thor
Cathy and Maurice Unis
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Van Domelen
Anonymous (3)

In addition to these members, Portland Opera would like to recognize the many unlisted contributors who have given up to $250: thank you for your support!

To learn about becoming a Broadway Circle Member, please contact Angela Glabach-Vu 503-417-0601 | aglabach@portlandopera.org.
Portland Opera

FLORA + FAUNA

FALL BALL
BRAVI TUTTI!
Together, we raised over one million dollars for Portland Opera’s bright future.
THE FLORA + FAUNA FALL BALL GALA COMMITTEE

Bill Sweat & Donna Morris
Flora + Fauna Fall Ball Co-Chairs
Proprietors, Winderlea Vineyard & Winery

Sona Andrews
Provost Emerita & Professor,
Portland State University

Kregg Arntson
Executive Director,
PGE Foundation

Sue Dixon
Interim General Director,
Portland Opera

Angela Glabach-Vu
Donor Relations Manager,
Portland Opera

Chris & Kathryn Hermann
Proprietors,
00 Wines

Cameron Kurosu
Home Stylist,
Anthropologie

Avery Lemons
Special Events Manager,
Portland Opera

Patricia Norris, MD
Owner,
Norris Dermatology + Lasers NW

Justine Thede Occhipinti
Attorney, Thede, Culpepper,
Moore, Munro & Silliman LLP

Lacey Rowberg
Associate Director of Development,
Portland Opera

Kathryn Wheeler
Sales Manager,
Atlas
THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

PLATINUM ENTERTAINMENT SPONSORS

Joanne M. Lilley
Ellyn Bye & Dream Envision Foundation

Dorothy Piacentini
The Harold & Arlene Schnitzer CARE Foundation

GOLD SPONSORS

Artslandia
Broadway Across America
Leo Conkle
Drs. Dolores & Fernando Leon
Gregory K. & Mary Chomenko Hinckley

The Standard
The Stoller Group
Bill Sweat & Donna Morris,
Winderlea Vineyard & Winery
Greg & Cathy Tibbles

SILVER SPONSORS

Anthropologie
Pamela & Paul De Boni
Matthew & Emmanuella Essich, EAI Information

Systems
Chris & Kathryn Herrmann, 00 Wines
Bill & Kate Lockwood

BRONZE SPONSORS

Sona Andrews
Matthew Baines
The Boeing Company
Botanica Floral Design
Linda & Marcia Brown
Marilyn Crilley &
George Rowbottom
KeyBank
Carole Morse

Patricia Norris,
Norris Dermatology & Lasers NW
Callie Pappas
Portland General Electric
Portland Piano Company
Portland State University Foundation
Stoel Rives
Curtis T. Thompson, MD
Umpqua Bank

Additional Thanks

Aria Portland Dry Gin
Artemis Foods Catering & Events
Botanica Floral Design
Elk Cove Vineyard & Winery
Gia Goodrich
Monica Hugget
Linda McGeady
Cary Miga & The New Nightlife
Uniworld River Cruises
Jon Wangsgard
Wildwood & Company
ABOVE: THE BARBER OF SEVILLE (2019)

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT GIVING@PORTLANDOPERA.ORG